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Chairman’s message

◼ Chairman, Nigel Hughes. See
P4 for contact details

O

n behalf of Newnham
Parish Council I extend a
warm welcome to our
second newsletter of
2021. Over the last three months
we have continued to progress
several initiatives.
We have been working with
the small group of volunteers

District
council’s
proposed
housing
plan for the
area

raising funds
for the
renovation of
the telephone
box on The
Green. (Right)
The Phone
◼ Pic ® Sarah Tempest
Box Group
(Anthony
Evans, Andy Williams, Jackie and
Malcolm Olley) with the support of
Paula Marie Farmer of Casa
Interiors and Sarah Roberts,
worked very hard to get this project
off the ground. At the time of
writing they have raised over
£1,100, all down to hard work and
donations from parishioners.
A very big thank you to Kevin
Wheeler of KJW Services for his
expertise and skill carrying out the
first physical repair. The missing
metal struts have been replaced

the effects of climate
change. Central government
expects the district to
accommodate about 7,440
new dwellings, representing
a 12% increase compared to
the current plan.
In October 2020, a draft
strategy was adopted, which
envisaged four strategic
he Forest of Dean
locations for development:
District Council is
Lydney – sites already
seeking to replace
identified plus additional
its current housing
land yet to be identified
plan with one which will look
Beachley -land vacated
forward to 2041.
by the Ministry of
It will set out how the
Defence
district will develop, in terms
Newent- new site or
of housing, infrastructure,
sites
employment, environmental
New Settlement- site
protection and reduction of
likely to be in the area

T

and future work will see the box
repainted and new windows.
Work continues to renovate the
playing field changing rooms. The
doors will be replaced in July and
quotes gathered for the work to
renew the external frame
We are delighted with the new
information board on The Green
giving details of its historic
importance to the village.

of Churcham, where the
A40 and A48 meet.
The New Settlement, with
potentially 4,000 homes in
the next 20 years, is currently
the council’s preferred
option, as it believes adding
more housing to existing
communities would do more
harm than good.
Controversy
The “preferred option”
has caused much
controversy, with many
concerns about
infrastructure and greenfield
development.
Following protests from
local councils and
environmental groups, 7,000

◼

Pic ® Sarah Tempest

people signed a petition
against it.
Faced with this level of
opposition, at the full district
council meeting in May, it
was agreed to look at the
strategy again, including
dropping the New Settlement
idea.
The outcome of these
discussions will have
implications for land north of
the Severn Bank
development at Newnham.
The developers of the
site, Freeman Homes, bought
more land than that currently
being built on, so it is likely
there will be more
development in the future.
Felix Bihlmeier
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On-going parish
matters update

A

a one-way system along The
Green, but as highway advice
insists one-way traffic increases
vehicle speeds, this is unlikely to
ollowing concerns
be pursued.
expressed by residents,
he ongoing saga
Brian Watkins, Traffic
regarding The Victoria
Manager for the Forest
Hotel rumbles on. Both
of Dean, has been considering
sides of the dispute,
ways of improving safety on the over whether the frontage of the
road by The Green.
old Victoria Hotel is Highway
He will be looking at
land, have documentation ready
installing double yellow lines on to present to Court.
the access/exit from/onto the
Once delays in the Court
A48 to improve safety.
system, caused by Covid, catch
He was also asked to consider up, the case will be heard.

t last the Riverside
group has managed to
meet in person. More
questions have been
sent to the county council's
footpaths officers.
When a response is received
the group will gather all the
information and submit an
application for the footpath from
the Cliff car park to the White
Hart at Broadoak (tbc) to be
added to the definitive map of
public rights of way.

At year end, income was
slightly in excess of £46,000,
partly due to more burials than
he Parish Council’s
expected. Expenditure was
budget anticipated an expected to be £47,000, but
income of about
ended up at around £41,000 due
£43,000. It was
to savings in the area of grass
envisaged the precept would
cutting, tree and hedge
contribute £36,500 with the
management. Grass cutting
remainder coming from a variety costs amount to about £11,000
of sources, including burials.
per annum.

In spite of this positive
outturn, a decision was made to
raise the precept for 2021/22 in
order to maintain the council’s
reserves at around £40,000
which is required by best
practice guidelines.
It furthermore contains an
element of £10,000 set aside for
the purchase of additional burial
land.
Felix Bihlmeier
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Blooming wonderful

T

he allotments have
provided an escape for
many plot-holders during
lockdowns!
Although we do not have any
vacant plots at present, anyone
who is interested in adding their
name to the waiting list should
contact Dave Tingle, parish clerk,
 07469 204604.
 Special thanks go to Derrick
Wilcox who has erected a fresh
notice board at the allotments.

Linda Love

 The parish council thanks
members of the Women’s Institute
whose efforts ensure that the
flower tubs around the village look
so attractive.
We also appreciate the many
residents who very kindly water
these tubs.
 To assist with watering the
tub near the Armoury Village Hall,
the committee is installing an
outside tap.
 Parish councillors are also
looking at the possibility of
reconnecting a water supply to the
◼ Pic ® Sarah Tempest
water trough and old fountain in
the High Street.
◼ Possibility of restoration?
As it is an historic fitting, and if it is
carried out with the support of
possible to make it work again, a
conservation experts.
refurbishment will have to be
Joy Cotterill
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Exciting times ahead for
playing fields/play park

W

ith much help from members
of the community, parish
councillors continue to improve
the playing field and park.
We are investigating the possibility of
replacing the wood and bark surfaces beneath
the play equipment with solid safety surfacing,
such as wet pour or bonded rubber mulch. We
would also like to provide additional safety
surfacing under some of the play equipment
sited on grass.
This surfacing is safer, will improve the
appearance of the area and reduce ongoing
maintenance time and costs.
As this will be an expensive project, we are
hoping to fund a significant element of the
costs from grants.
Installing additional fencing to separate the
children’s play area from the main playing field
is also under consideration.

A

s you may be aware, the
fir tree in the play park
had to be felled for
safety reasons, but after
approaches from parishioners, it
has not been completely cut down.
A proposal was made to make
the tree into a sculpture and
enquiries are being carried out to
find out how feasible this will be.
Newnham St Peter’s School are
supportive of the idea, and over
half term asked pupils to draw

And finally ……………...

◼

Pic ® Sarah Tempest

This would aim to increase the security of
young children in particular, by giving them a
safe, enclosed space to play within.
If fencing is installed we would ask that dogs
in the children’s play area are kept on a lead.

◼

Over the Easter weekend the skate park was
again defaced by graffiti. (Above) The cost of its
removal was £300. The matter has been
referred to the police and we are considering
whether to reinstall CCTV in the area to
discourage any recurrence and to protect other
community assets in the area.
Gill Moir

Still life for the old tree yet?

◼

Pic ® Sarah Tempest

Pic ® Sarah Tempest

designs that could be incorporated
into a sculpture.
The Harmony Project has also
offered to help by holding any
monies from proposed fundraising.
Once the administrative issues are
sorted, a final decision can be made
on how, or if to proceed. There are
many who feel that an artwork that
can be enjoyed by all, would be a
wonderful second lease of life for
the tree. We will keep you updated.
Sarah Tempest

… we would like to thank
Mrs Snell for donating money
to fund the purchase and
installation of two benches on
The Green, in memory of Barry
Snell and Peter and Ethel Dyer
(left).
◼ Pic ® Sarah Tempest
In addition we also thank
Nick Marshall for his donation placed on the football field.
of a bench in memory of his
Thank you both.
father Don which has been
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Meet your new
councillor
becoming a school governor for
more than 10 years.
Community library
In 2012, incensed at the
proposed closure of our village
library, I found myself part of a
team fighting to keep it and I
believe our Community Library
forms a very valuable asset to
life in Newnham.
I retired from a career in
ello, I am Mike
architecture about six years
Penny and am
ago, but hope I can use the
pleased to say I
business and professional skills
have been co-opted developed over my working life
onto the parish council.
to contribute to the existing
I got to know Newnham
council team.
when I came to work here in
My varied range of interests
1975.
include pottery, photography,
Subsequently my wife Mary wildlife, local history and
and I moved from Cheltenham anything to do with boats.
I also have a particular
in 1982. Although still an
interest
in community projects,
incomer, the community here
renewable energy, recycling
in Newnham has formed a
significant and important part and being kind to the
environment.
of my life.
As a councillor I will want to
Both our children went to
make sure that all local
Newnham School and I enjoyed residents’ views are considered
being a member of the PTFA
and that our budget is used
for at least eight years, later
wisely.

H

always contact us (see
above right.) By improving
our communication
channels we hope you feel
ll parish council informed about what we
meetings are
are doing. The parish
open to the
council website: https://
public, and if you newnhamonsevern.co. uk/
have concerns or
parish-council/ displays all
suggestions about anything official documents and we
in the parish, you can
recently relaunched our

Your views do
matter to us!

A

Parish, District and County
Councillors’ contact details


Chair Nigel Hughes

07595466447



Vice Gill Moir

07710 76945

*

Felix Bihlmeier

510963

*

Mike Penny

516207



Chris Kenny

*

Joy Larkham



Linda Love

510610



Steve O’Leary

517038

*

Sarah Tempest

510241
07971554415

07711 377 470

Parish Clerk & Responsible Financial
Officer
Dave Tingle, CiLCA
 07469 204604
Email: nospc@hotmail.co.uk
District Councillors
Richard Boyles  07979755101
Email: Richard.Boyles@fdean.gov.uk
Mrs Nicky Packer  01594827516
Email: nicky.packer@fdean,gov.uk
County Councillor
Beki Hoyland 07815 660013
Email:
Rebekah.Hoyland@gloucestershire.gov.uk

Facebook Page. Here you
can find information about
meetings and the agenda.
Notices of interest are also
posted.
This newsletter will be
delivered four times a year,
and community groups are
welcome to send
information about activities
in the village, so that we

can pass on news to other
parishioners.
The best way to get in
touch is via the clerk at
nospc@hotmail.co.uk or, if
you are not online, contact
him on  07469 204604.
or chat to a councillor in
the village. Alternatively
message us on Facebook.
Sarah Tempest

